Why Stress? Hire the Best!

Bill Beausay’s Profile
Travels from Denver, CO, USA

A Talent Agency

Bill Beausay is the former Director of Research and
Development at the Academy of Sports Psychology, author
of nearly 20 books (including 3 national best sellers) with
worldwide circulation over 1 million copies, professional
speaker and trainer. Bill did his Doctoral work at the
University of Toledo and spent 10 years in a professional
clinical practice before becoming a writer and International
speaker on topics of personal growth and professional
success.
He has spoken for dozens of Fortune 500 firms, and has
been featured on radio, newspapers, television, and
magazines coast-to-coast. A full client list with
endorsements is available.
Be sure to see Bill’s most recent books, True Greatness:
Mastering the Inner Game of Business Success (American
Management Association) and Personal Power and Creating
Miracles When You’re Done In, Fed Up and Stressed Out
(Praxis Worldwide Media), and his newest book, The
Sender (Worthy Publishing). Bill will be a featured
presenter at MDRT in summer ’ 16.
Bill’s captivating background and dynamic speaking style is
a rare gift that connects with any crowd. Because of his
unique message and delivery style, Bill is frequently invited
to do client appreciation events as well as sales training,
staff development, corporate engagements and business
development events. Bill also speaks for keynotes,
symposiums, break-out sessions, conferences, seminars and
breakfast, lunch/dinner talks, after market programs,
Churches and many types of creative fundraising
collaborations. Let Bill show you and your groups the
mechanics to achieve a fresher, bolder, better you.

For Further Information or to Book

Specialties: Motivation, Inspiration Team Building,
Leadership; Connecting Across Generations; Sales
Target Audience: Corporations/Conferences; After
Dinner; Leadership Conferences; Financial Advisors;
Insurance Agents; Sales Teams

Topics Include:
Personal Power and Creating Miracles When
You’re Done In, Fed Up & Stressed Out

This is one of Bill’s most personal and powerful
motivational talks. He discusses controlling
what you see (your vision), controlling what you
say (self talk-the cornerstone of modern
cognitive psychology), and breaking the unseen
rules all around us.
Connecting Across the Generations:
For Financial Professionals
Bill discusses the four (4) generations that exist
today and how anyone can learn to connect to
millennials on 5 levels which spell FASTR:
FAMILIARITY, ATTITUDE, SAFETY, TRUST
and RESPECT. Millennials offer the greatest
opportunity to build your business and provide
continuity to money under management.
This talk is highly interactive and educational.
Let's Hunt!: A Motivational Talk For Sales
Please call for fees
Testimonial:
“You were awesome Bill! Exactly what this team
needed.”
-Jason Crane, Transamerica
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